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NEWS FROM THE SECRETARIAT
At present, Wim van der Donk, Wiebe Kloppenburg and Gart van
Leersum are working at the secretariat. They are volunteers,
only Wiebe works on a 10 hours contract. Since short Wim and
Gart are contracted by DGIS and waiting for being send out.
BOS is a member of the 'Nationale Werkgroep Bosbouw Ontwikkelings
samenwerking' (National Working Group Forestry Development
Co-operation) in which government and semi-government institu
tions and private business coirroanies participate. SBB has the
chairmanship and runs the secretariat. The group has an informal
status and functions a.o. as a platform for information exchange
and debating.
In view of the increasing forestry activities in development
co-operation, the need for a clearcut policy for recruitment
of forestry-experts is becoming ever more important. As a basis
for such a policy it was agreed upon that IAC, BOS and DGIS will
make an inventory of Dutch tropical forestry experts, including
their specific knowledge and experience. In addition, SBB will
make an inventory of the potential for tropical forestry develop
ment co-operation of the various Dutch organizations.
In a later stage, the most optimal way of maintaining the valuable
information up-to-date, will be subject for further discussions.
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This development implies that the registration of forestry exper
tise as we are doing for several years

becomes more and more

important. For this, and various other, reasons (see e.q. the
article 'Questions from the field') we appeal to you to co-ope
rate in maintaining our BODIS (BOs Donors Information System)
complete and up-to-date. In short time we are able to present
to you an overview of the presently registered forestry expertise.
The composition of the Board of BOS is changing. In due time
the IAC will be represented as well. Ir. A.G. Gerritsen is successed by Ir. J.D. Lemckert, teacher in tropical forestry at the
BCS. During the last meeting of the Board

our chairman, prof.

Oldeman, thanked mr. Gerritsen hearty for his pleasant and con
structive contributions he made in the last four years. BOS
expects to continue in the same constructive manner with mr.
Gerritsen successor.
The financial situation of BOS still is a matter of care. For
sufficient continuity, it is important that the members of the
secretariat are working on regular basis, although volunteers
are and will remain of great importance for specific jobs.
At last: Please pay your donation for 1986 so we can know who
is really interested in supporting the BOS-foundation. The money
is very much needed for being able to continue our work.
EDITORIAL
The Informal Advisory Group Forestry/Energy/Development Co-ope
ration of DGIS has stated that the general information exchange
between projects needs to receive more attention. Here lies a big
task for the BOS-foundation with their publishing o5 the Nieuws
letter. To continue and expand this acknowledgement and important
role of the Nieuwsletter, your contributions are indispensable.
It cannot be stressed enough that the many potentials of the BOSfoundation for increased forestry development co-operation are almost
completely based upon the constructive support and co-operation
of our donors.
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Therefore, please submit any information you possess and regard
of importance for other projects as well, to the secretariat.
In this issue 'Social Forestry' receives large attention as you
further can read in the introduction of Simon Rietbergen.
During the last year, more and more organizations find their way
to BOS for support in fulfilling their vacancies.
Since most of the dutch tropical forestry experts are donors of
BOS, advertising in the Nieuwsletter or direct-mailings, are
attractive options.
We feel this trend is most valuable, since it only implies that
our donors receive as much as possible information about encountered
vacancies, it is an highly, appreciated additional source of
income. Therefore, we hope you will inform your direct neigh
bourhood when there is an opportunity to expand our activities
in this field!

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
„

PLEASE
- WRITE AN ARTICLE AND/OR SEND US OTHER
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BOS-NEWSLETTER
- SEND US INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR CHANGING
PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES WITH THE FORM
ON PAGE 40 AND/OR A SUPPLEMENT FOR YOUR C.V.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
#

- PAY YOUR FINANCIAL SUPPORT
TO THE BOS FOUNDATION.

*
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"QUESTIONS FROM THE FIELD"
by Wim van der Donk,
secretariat BOS.

9
•

Since about 1§ year ago, BOS is a member of the TOOL-network
(TOOL= Foundation for Technical Development of Developing Coun
tries) of specialized organizations for answering questions
from tropical countries. Within this network, BOS is responsible
to answer all the forestry related problems. Other organizations
are, f.e. Agromisa, which deals with agricultural problems, and
several others which are related to specialized technical ones.
TOOL is the main co-ordinating and stimulating organization.
To answer the questions submitted to BOS, we can draw upon a
group of students from the forestry departments of the State
Agricultural University Wageningen.
In general, the questions are such that they are able to answer
them themselves. If necessary, we seek for more 'professional'
advice, either from organizations or universities in Holland or
by means of one of our donors who posesses the technical know
ledge required. When questions will take numerous time to be
answered, there exists the opportunity for students their
exertion being regarded a subject of their forestry study.
During the last year, in total 12 questions were answered
coming from all over the world. A number of them were of a
rather general nature a.o. an overview of tree-species suitable
for dry areas and irrigation with highly salty water; the
possible (negative) aspects of Eucalyptus plantations; and the
use of animal traction in forestry.
Others, on the contrary, were quite specific f.e. the raising of
mango trees; charcoal making from very hard wood; technologies
to make sawdust applicable for energy purposes and possible
local products for wood-conservation in Surinam.
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We feel, this BOS activity is of utmost importance and needs
much more attention as it received till now. Not only is it an
ideal opportunity to solve specific problems in developing
countries, thus contributing towards increased quality of forestry
development co-operation, it also enables students to use their
knowledge in a direct and practical way and at the same time,
get a clear picture of the many and varied number of problems
likely to be encountered in tropical countries. Moreover, it is
a direct possibility to fulfil one of our major aims, notably
to make available the knowledge and experience of our donors to
to a much wider audience. For that reason, we are working hard to
establish a system with which we can easily and straightforward
select among our donors those who are able and willing (!) to
assist in particular cases. In short time we will send an in
quiry

whether or not you are able to and want to contribute

in this and, which are your specific experiences and knowledge.
I

In combination with our general information system we are then
able to contact you whenever necessaire.
The large and varied knowledge and experience vested in our
donors is a too valuable and useful potential not to be exploi
ted in a larger extent. You yourself are among those most in the
position to contribute to this exploitation of knowledge, not
onlv by making available your knowledge but by increasing the
demand for it as well. In other words, you are friendly re
quested to spread the news in your neighbourhood of the possi
bility to send all kinds of forestry related problems to the
BOS Foundation for advice.
As a good new years start we intent to publish a short over
view of the questions to be received from now on, including
a short description of the answer, on a regualary base in the
BOS NiEuWSLETTER. In this way we are able to share our growing
knowledge and experience with a larger group of persons.
If you have any suggestions and/or

ideas to increase the

quality of our work in this, or just want to express your
sympathy with this activity, please do not hesitate to write.
Any contacts with you 'in the field1 is highly appreciated and,
very motivating for us to continue with our desk—activities in
the future.

Q
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SOCIAL FORESTRY
An introduction to the articles
of Margaret Skutsch and
Rudolf Mulder
by Simon Rietbergen

In November and December last year, four meetings on
social forestry have been organised by K.F. Wiersum,
working with the Department of Forest Management of
Wageningen Agricultural University.
The interesting thing about this course was the fact,
that most lecturers were students of the Forestry Depart
ment. A first generation of Dutch social forestry students
has emerged indeed! Various subjects concerning social fores
try have been discussed, including the role of Non Govern
mental Organizations, the role of State Forest Services,
the involvement of the local population, the participation
of women, the possibilities to combat poverty with forestry
programmes within or without the market, the use of a Farming
System Research and Development Approach, evaluation of
projects and criteria for success or failure.
Participants to the meetings were enthusiastic, and suggestions
for more workshops on social forestry in the near future have
been made. Nevertheless it was commonly agreed

UDon,

that

social forestry is an ill-difined term, coverinq programmes
with widely differing, sometimes contradictory objectives.
Indeed, some forestry schemes termed social, have turned out
to be disastrous, as they have aggravated the problem of
rural poverty by helping the richer farmer only. In short:
social forestry is certainly not the new panacea.
In our next issue, we will present an overview of the most
interesting contributions and discussions, hoping to launch
an exchange of ideas about theory and practice of social
forestry among our members.
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Futhermore we will supply more "food for thought' in a coverage
of the workshop 'Towards a better extension in social forestry
projects in the tropics' held recently at the Dorschkamp,
Wageningen.
Meanwile, Margaret McCall Skutsch, now working with the
University of Technology in Enschede has been so kind to
rewrite her lecture on participation of women in social fo
restry programmes for this issue. Following her thoughtprovoking plea for improving project design, you will find
an article about a social forestry project in Honduras by
Rudolf Mulder. The case he presents is in a way a classical
one: objectives concerning the state forest corporation,
e.g. optimising management

and utilisation of forest resources,

and objectives concerning the1farmers living in forest areas,
e.g. improving their living conditions, have to be realised
at the same time, causing problems in ,the field of jurisdic
tion »organization , and farmers' and foresters' attitudes
among others.
May this confrontation of theory and practice be a fruitful
one to you!

Woman in forestry,
Peru
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PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN SOCIAL
FORESTRY PROGRAMMES:
PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS1'
by Margaret McCall Skutsch,
Lecturer, T.H. Twente.

Two compelling visual images underlie the current
wave of interest in social forestry in development. One
is the devastated landscape in a deforested zone. The
second, even more emotive, is the picture of poor women
bent double to carry home heavy bundles of firewood. Wood,
the primary domestic fuel over all of the third world, is
becoming scarce; distances which women have to go to gath
er it are increasing, and with it, their daily share of
toil and grudgery is growing. It is on the basis of this
level of understanding of rural fuel problems that major
donors are sponsoring social forestry schemes in many
parts of the world, such as in Gujarat, where the 5.7m
dollar World Bank Phase 1 programme has just been completed.
Defining success: a major problem
Evaluations of social forestry projects are slowly
being made as programmes such as the GUJARAT one near the
end of their funding periods. While there are great differ
ences between countries, sponsors, and implementing agen
cies, one of the common findings of the evaluation studies
is that women are by and large not benefiting from social
forestry at all. In Gujarat, where many more trees were
planted than was originally thought possible, almost every
scrap of wood is sold to dealers who take it to town. There
it is mostly destined for the construction industry, with
some for the urban fuelwood market. The programme is high
ly successful in the eyes of many people; it has taken off
rapidly, the price of wood is high, and many farmers, even
the smaller ones, have reaped good profits from this new
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rapidly, the price of wood is high, and many farmers, even
the smaller ones, have reaped good profits from this new
cash crop. But it has not solved the problem of fuel gath
ering for the rural women, and most certainly not for the
poor rural women.
In BOURKINA FASO the Bois de Village programme which has
encouraged communal woodlots in rather difficult semi-arid
growing conditions has had considerable success despite
all; quite respectable numbers of such woodlots have been
started and have survived. Yet this wood is not benefiting
the village women; it is controlled by men in the village
and sold, mainly as fuelwood for the cities.
In TANZANIA communal village woodlots were introduced
under fairly strong political pressure at the end of the
197O's. Most of these have never been harvested. It is
enough for the village to have a woodlot; it demonstrates
the village's commitment to party policy. What sense is
there then to cut it down? It would merely require more
work to plant this necessary symbol of allegience!
More trees ^ more firewood
In all three cases, the official objectives of the
programme were fuelwood provision for rural households;
all three are considered successful programmes because
trees were indeed planted and grown. The fact that the
wood has not reached the intended target groups is either
not understood, or ignored; proposals for continuation of
these programmes, and others in similar models, continue
to flow into the donor offices and continue to be funded.
It is only in rare cases that opposition has been raised.
Poor rural women are remarkably quiet in voice and it is
only in the context of such an organisation as Chipko
(which is mostly knowm for its opposition to contractor
forest exploitation), that such people are able to speak
out
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forest exploitation), that such people are able to speak
out also against the evils of social forestry, for example
in Karnataka. Criticism from outside observers tends to be
lost among the waves of enthusiasm which 'successful'
rural development projects generate in the offices in
Washington, Stockholm and The Hague. It is dismissed as
cranky.
Committed feminists who see the problem as just another
example of deliberate furtherance of male exploitation of
females are ignored altogether, as are marxists who see it
as furtherance of the control of resources by bourgeois
classes. But the agencies, who have many totally failing
rural development projects on their ledgers, are simply
delighted that something is moving at last. One may or may
not doubt the sincerity of their aims; realistically, one
must see that aims are certainly mixed. But what is clear
is that the failures to reach the target groups -in this
case, particularly rural women- were not machiavellian
conspiracies but failures in project design, which them
selves were the result of an inadequate understanding of
the rural fuelwood situation and social relationships in
production. The assumption that more trees equals more
firewood is simply not tenable; before the programmes
began, no one thought to question it. Where this is grad
ually being recognised, puzzlement and concern begin to
register, but alas it is still only on the fringes that
such recognition is emerging.
Fundamental questions in project design
Some of the fundamental problems, or complications
that should have been dealt with in project design, can
certainly be identified. LAND TENURE, and property rights
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generally, strongly influence what benefits women can be
expected to obtain. It is common, but not universal, that
permanent crops such as trees are sole property of men. It
is equally common that all crops grown on land belonging
to the male head of household are his property only. It is
rare that women have much access to land of their own. In
Kakamega, the interesting research of the Kenya Woodfuel
Development Programme showed that trees on farmland were
in all cases the property of men only, and that these men
apparently have no sympathy whatsoever for womens fuelgathering problem. There being no space to start tree plantat
ions off the farms (all land being privatised in this area),
the KWDP hit on the idea of introducing ugly sorts of bushes
which no self-respecting man could possibly define as a tree.
Women, who are forbidden to plant trees, may, it seems, plant
these fast growing bushes which can be trimmed after two
years among the food crops they normally cultivate on their
husbands field. Moreover, many have extended the basic idea
and planted them on the borders of fields. The long term
success of this project strategy has yet to be assessed -it
is not sure yet that the women will use the brushwood as
firewood- but the example is valuable simply in demonstrat
ing the necessity for really understanding how things work
in a particular rural setting before trying to intervene.
It also shows that a minimum requirement in planning a proj
ect is that the intervention shall not violate the acceptab
ility thresholds of ALL parties present -even those not sup
posed to be involved, i.e. in this case, the husbands.
Projects specifically for women frequently fail for LACK OF
CAPITAL; credit is still more difficult for women to obtain,
they have little collateral to offer. Another reason why
women may not chose to involve themselves in projects which
seem to be to their advantage, such as social forestry, may
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be that THEY ARE FACING A LARGE NUMBER OF PROBLEMS AT THE
SAME TIME. Because at present it appears to donor agencies
that firewood is the most pressing of these, we tend to
assume that the rural woman does too; but this could of
course be quite incorrect. This is not to say that women
really enjoy walking miles with heavy bundles on their heads,
compared to other tasks they would be required to do if they
were not doing that, although even this point need possibly
to be reconsidered.
It has been noted by some critics, particularly Marilyn
Hoskins who writes widely on the subject, that the CHOICE
OF THE SPECIES OF TREE to be grown is frequently made with
out any consultation with the women who are supposed to be
the eventual beneficiaries. This results in the promoting of
'foresters' trees, i.e. usually fast growing, single purpose
species with a respectable scientific and documented back
ground, such as Eucalyptus. In as far as this species meets
the requirements of farmers, as in Gujarat, it will be
taken up by them, but women, although rarely averse to using
wood from these trees should it be made available to them,
could probably anticipate that these trees would be marketed
by their menfolk, had they been asked. Women, it seems, know
a great deal, infomally, about the properties and growing
requirements of trees in their environment, but are not con
sulted either by the officials of the programmes or by the
males in their families. Whether this is the natural result
of the almost entirely MALE STAFFING of social forestry
programmes is a mute point -the first three females were
appointed to the enormous Indian Forest Service in 1981!but a glance at available literature does seem to show that
it is mainly women professionals who are concerned with
women's problems. Incidentally it is heartening to see that
about a quarter of all the students in this room are female;
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and let me assure you that the job prospects for female for
esters in Dutch development aid in the immediate future look
very bright indeed!
Two further points about womens involvement in social for
estry could also be made here. Firstly, figures which show
numbers of women participating, e.g. in some Indian states,
generally refer to paid labour days, which although of
course are in themselves important to women who are desper
ate for employment, do not imply participation in the sense
of receiving wood from the projects. Secondly, one should
not blindly assume that projects run by women, where they
do exist operate for the benefit of all women. Class alleg
iances are often much stronger than gender allegiances, so
that rich women may happily use opportunities to exploit
poorer women. Some of the womens tree nursery projects in
Kenya give a cash income to a limited number of women who
have formed groups and can sell seedlings, but these seed
lings are mostly of 'foresters' types of trees, which are
sold to men for cash cropping, or are planted in public
places for beautification. While this is not to be condemn
ed for what it is, its limitations should be clearly recogn
ised.
Issues generally overlooked by planners
If one looks at social forestry projects carefully, it
becomes clear that it is not just women who have been left
out of the benefits. Failures in project design are reflect
ed in failures to reach other target groups too, particular
ly the poorer sections of society. (Social forestry projects
are by no means the only kind of project with this weakness)
The problem seems to stem from to simplistic an understand
ing of reality by the planners, in three particular areas:
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ONE. Failure to see that current sources of fuel are highly
complex, that a housewife uses certain avenues for obtaining
fuels already, with good reasons, part of which may relate
to her other uses of the products of trees, for example for
fodder or food supplementation.
TWO. Total blindness on the part of planners to notice class
differences in society and to recognise the power of the
better off, and
THREE. Ignorance of the planners with regard to property
rights versus labour rights both within the family unit and
more widely.
To this, one could add the tendency of planners to measure
success of their projects in simplistic output terms (numbers
of trees planted) rather than in terms of real impacts or
objectives of the schemes.
Improving project design
What can be done to improve on project design while
remaining within the general framework of externally assisted
projects? There is much clamour for 'participation', by which
is usually meant involvement of 'the people' in decision mak
ing in the project design process itself. But this is hard
to organise and in any case the most important point is that
'the people' are divided: women versus men, rich versus poor.
No cosy meetings under the baobab trees with planners and
villagers sitting together will resolve the basic social con
flicts that exist. It is imperative that the planners, as
those that are trying to intervene, develop for themselves a
sophisticated understanding of the local circumstances and
design an intervention that is robust enough to deal with
those local circumstances. This requires considerable ground
work first, and considerable creativity second. It goes withrout saying that this means considerable local contact and
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discussion with people in the area. Where efforts in this
direction have been attempted by projects, such as the KWDP,
it has been found that a huge body of local knowledge
-sometimes called 'indigenous technical knowledge'- exists
and can be tapped. In the case of the KWDP it was found
that farmers were already long acquainted with nursery techn
iques and were indeed raising their own seedlings. This meant
that new nurseries were not needed, and simplified the probems of seedling transport. Again in the KWDP certain species
were already known and accepted and fulfilled certain roles
and functions, understanding of which was very valuable to
the project in its own choice of species.
Intelligent, adequate pre-project research is certainly nec
essary, but it may not be sufficient to safeguard the object
ives of a project. Marilyn Hoskins in particular has stressed
the need to build checks into the contact documents themselv
es, and has designed interesting model contact formulae with
a view to highlighting and continuously assessing the proj
ects impacts on women.
Training of MORE WOMEN FORESTERS is obviously a third sine
qua non. Not that only women are interested in the prohlems
of women, but a certain amount of momentum has to be develop
ed before standard practices of standard foresters will
change, before ideas which may seem obvious to sociological
critics penetrate into the mass consciousness of the forestry
profession, or even into the profession of agriculture. In
this context it is often said that Non Governmental Organis
ations (NGO's) are much more progressive than government
departments, quicker to take up new ideas, and closer to the
people. While this is a comforting belief, it does not stand
up to close investigation. Most NGO's are at least as con
servative as government departments, or at least as one
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sided, even if they do take an opposite side. For example,
many NGO1 s in India are taking up social forestry. Some of
these are trying to bring social forestry to a broader range
of people than is reached by the standard government program
mes. In other words, they are working towards redistributive
ends. Most however are concerned with social forestry for
environmental ends and have no vision of particularly help
ing the poorer people at all. Almost none of the programmes
reach women by provision of wood for fuel, since they use the
same basic model as the state planned schemes. Moreover,
there is no evidence that these NGO's are particularly more
efficient than the government which has been spectacularly
successful at least in some states in promoting tree plant
ing. In kenya while a number of NGO's do exist in the field
of social forestry, such as the Mazingira Institute, their
efforts have been very minor and not always successful even
in the sense of getting trees planted. The womens nursery
projects, as noted earlier, are not particularly directed
to the fuelwood problem either.
To bring changes into working practices of NGO1 s or govern
ment projects, it is necessary for donor agencies to take a
strong lead in demanding adequate research for project
design, adequate legal safeguards, and reconstruction of
traditional attitudes and beliefs among project personnel.
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1) Text of a lecture, as, on second thoughts, I should
like to have given it, at the lecture series 'Social
forestry in the tropics' Department of Forest Manage
ment, Wageningen Agricultural University,
December 1985.
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SOCIAL FORESTRY IN HONDURAS
by Rudolf P. Mulder

Forests still dominate a great part of the Honduran land2
2
scape. Of its 112.000 km a 27.000 km Is covered by pine
2

forests and a 35.000 km

by hardwoods (1). Up till this

moment only the pine forests are exploited for commercial
uses, the hardwood forests are cut at a fast rate and conver
ted into agricultural land with the wood cut in the process
being burned or left in the fields to rot.
Of the 4 million inhabitants Honduras counts, about 40%
lives in the areas covered by forests, mostly pine forest (1).
These people are farmers, mainly practising a form of shifting
cultivation in which they burn the forest, produce maize for
some years and then leave the site to the growth of bushes,
preventing the regrowthof the pines. Their living standard
is very low; estimates of gross income are equivalent to US $
216 per family per year.
Initially Honduras' forest exploitation was a free enterprise
business, with the profits accruing to the sawmills and con
tractors only. Due to the countries' vast forest recources
nobody cared about sustained yield management practices and
therefore the forests were depleted rapidly. To counteract
this depletion a Forest Corporation was established in 1974
(called COHDEFOR). The Corporation was unique in its set-up
covering all forestry aspects; from forest management to the
commercialization of forest products. One of the laid down by
the Corporation has a huge, mostly negative impact; it states
that 'all trees are controlled by the State unregarding the
land ownership'.
In its initial stage COHDEFOR seemed quite successful: it put
a halt to the rapid rate of forest depletion and it earned
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the country foreign exchange. However, the success turned
sour very soon; a few years after its establishment the wood
production dropped, as did the earnings of foreign exchange,
COHDEFOR expences exceeded its incomes and the depletion of
forest resources was accelerating again.
Although presumably managed by COHDEFOR the benefits from the
forest utilization still accrue mostly to the countries' 122
sawmills (2) and the contractors. They pay COHDEFOR the extremely
low trunkage fee of US $ 6 per m3 of wood extracted and if
3
the land is privately owned another US $ 1 per m to the
owner. Farmers living in the forest area do not get any bene
fit from tree exploitation; therefore they look upon the
forest as a competitor for the agricultural land, not as upon
anything beneficial. Thus they do not care for forest protec
tion. Forest fires frequently occur during the dry season, rangingfrom January till June, and COIjDEFOR has a tremendous task
combatting them, spending a lot of money, using much of its ma
terial and employing a great part of its personnel with this
activityduring the first six months of the year. Often times,
the management of the forests is neglected and management on
a sustained yield basis is only a hearsay.
Within its organisation COHDEFOR has a department which is called
the 'Social Forestry System'. Created in 1974 this SFS has the
objective to initiate the formation of cooperatives in the
pine forest areas. The main activity of these cooperatives is
resin-tapping. In the first years of its existence quite a
few cooperatives were formed. However, many of them became
inactive very soon due to a deterioration of resin prices,
an insufficient ba-cking of the System by the Corporation, a
lack of cooperative feeling between the cooperative members
and others reasons (3).
In 1982 a project was formulated which was called 'Integrated
Forestry Development for the Social Benefit'. The project
started to operate in 1983 as a component of the Social Fores
try System within COHDEFOR. Finances were obtained from the
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Norwegian government while FAO offered technical assistence.
Project objectives were to accomplish an optimum management
and utilization of the forest resources and to contribute to
an improvement of the living conditions of the farmers in the
pine forest areas by involving them in forestry activities.
These activities could be profitable (e.g. timber production,
charcoal making, resin-tapping) as well as non-prifitable (e.g.
forest protection, road maintenance, plantation). With profi
table activities the farmer should earn his money through the
sale
by

of products, non-profitable activities should be paid for

COHDEFOR. Better utilization of the forest should be achieved

by cutting the more marginal forests also, by cutting seed trees
left over in young stands and by trying to utilize most parts
of the cut trees,things contractors normally leave undone because
they have a capital intensive way of operating. The project
should have a pilot function and as such develop an integrated
forestry policy for the whole of Honduras.
The project is operating in 8 communities, including around 500
houses or 2500 people, and covers an area of approximately
21.000 hectares. In each community lives a forest technicien.
This person initiates the forest activities and in doing so
there is close sontact with the community council. Activities
which have been started up until now are:
profitable: timber and pole production, seed cone collection,
fuelwood collection and resin-tapping
nonprof itable: nursery establishment, plant production, plantation,
plantation maintenance, direct seeding, facilitation
of natural regeneration, forest protection and road
maintenance.
An activity yet to be started is charcoal making. The project
is currently negotiating with a cement factory about changing
the factories' fuel base from bunker to charcoal. If this is
done not only the factory will have a significant reduction in
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costs, but also the project communitys will have an outlet
for their thinning and timber waste products and moreover an
extra income.
The project has a component called 'Forest Industry, Energy
and Social System' (abbreviated in Spanish as

1SIFES1

). This

component is in charge of the charcoal production and has in
addition the objective to implement small plants producing
simple wooden products as boxes, pallets, tables etc. These
plants will use wood waste as energy source and will provide
employment to the inhabitants of the community in which the plant
is located. Moreover they may generate electricyty for the
community. The project plans to establish its first plant in one
of the communities by the end of 1985, the plant requiers
an investment of US $ 50.000 and will initially produce pal
lets.
Of utmost importance for the project's implementation is the
change in rule which states that 'the State cotrols all trees
unregarding the land ownership'. COHDEFOR and the community
councils signed a contract, which was prepared by the project,
through which the community has the right to cut and sell the
trees pertaining to lands falling under its jurisdiction.
After sale only the trunkage fee US $ 6 has to be paid to
COHDEFOR. In this way the farmers and not the contractors
receive benefit from the forest utilization. It was though
that seeing an income arising from the forests surrounding
their community, the farmers would take care to protect this
wood resource and COHDEFOR would benefitin not having to spend
each year such an amount of money, material and personnel in
forest protection activities.
The farmers involved in the project do not have the financial
resources to buy power-chain saws or caterpillar tractors,
therefore the project is introducing appropriate technology.
The cutting of trees is being done with axes and hand-saws, lumber
extraction is being done with oxen and converting logs into
timber is being done with axes or hand-saws. The project has
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established a rotation fund which is to be used for any
forestry related investment which falls outside the financial
scope of the community up to an amount of US $ 10.000 per in
vestment. The community may apply for a loan from the rotation
fund provided that it is used for an investment with a sound
economic basis. For example the loan may be used for the purchase
of oxen by the community for the extraction of lumber. Further
more the project either provides or coordinates training courses
in forestry activities new to the farmers and helps them finding
a market for the forest products and means of transporting the
products from the communities to the market.
What makes the project different from many other community
forestry projects is that the communities still have a considerable
amount of wood resources and that the project nearly from its
start onwards, albeit on a relatively small scale,has been in
volved in forest utilization and marketing of wood products.
This, along with the fact that COHDEFOR payed the farmers
for non-profitable activities, facilitated the initiation of
the project. However, from implementing the project many pro
blems arise. The main problem is to secure markets for different
forest products. Most sawmills are not yet used to buy directly
from communities and prefer to contract someone to supply them
with raw wood. Moreover, the demand for wood products other
than logs or timber still is very small in Honduras. The bad
conditions of the roads and the relative shortage of trucks
make transport costs high. It is therefore necessary to orga
nize the forest cutting in such a way that there is a more or
less constant flow of wood which has to be transported to
the markets so trucks can be put use continually throughout
the year and truck owners are provided with a steady income.
Forest management plays a mayor role in the course of the
project. Forest maps did exist but are based on old photo
graphs, the maps are never revised and quite often not use
ful for the small scale forest management the project promotes.
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For this reason the project has to make its own assessment of
the quantity and the type of the standing forest resource per
community. This assessment should be used to make simple mana
gement plans on a sustained yield basis which the farmers them
selves are able to carry out, without having to use sophisti
cated equipment or complicated formulas. For this purpose
tables have been prepared giving the wood volume per hectare
based on the distance between the trees and the circumstances
of the trees at breast height. A guide line is in prepara
tion which should help the farmer in making their own assess
ment of the volume of wood to be cut each year.
An obstacle the project has to deal with not yet mentioned is
the attitude which still exists within COHDEFOR to favour the
sawmill owners and the contractors and the objection of espe
cially the latter group to practices which support tree cutting
by farmers excluding these contractors from their source of
income. More than once the project had to convince people
within COHDEFOR not to give permission to contractors to
cut tracts of forests standing on lands which are under juris
diction of communities cooperating with the project. Winning
over COHDEFOR to the policy of involving farmers in forestry
activities may be done by showing the Corporation that the in
volvement of farmers not only will put a halt to the forest
deterioration but also will benefit COHDEFOR in the short term
by bringing in more income because of a better forest utiliza
tion and reducing its expences because less money has to be
spent on forest protection.
The 3 main criteria by which the success of the project can be
measured are the following:
- An increase of farmer's income,
- A reduction in area affected by forest fires,
- A rise of income and decrease of expenses for COHDEFOR.
As yet, these criteria can not be fully applied. A socioeconomical survey has been carried out in 1983 in 3 communities
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which are currently involved in project activities. The survey
showed an average gross year income per family of US $ 312 (4).
These incomes have doubled

due to the participation of farmers

in forestry activities initiated by the project. However, these
activities had mainly a non-profitable character. Presently the
project is shifting from non-profitable to profitable activities,
so the farmerscan obtain their income from the sale of products
without being dependent on payment from COHDEFOR.
Operational plans made for the years 1985 and 1986 forecast
that the above mentioned income of US $ 312 per family per
year can at least be doubled by executing profitable forestry
activities, but these predictions can only be verified in 1986.
Due to lack of registration of the total number of forest fires
occuring in the past no accurate estimation of a reduction in
the area affected by forest fires can be made, but observations
by villagers and forest technicians alike suggest that the
fires have occured in smaller numbers since the project has
been operating. It has to be investigated if the project is
going to cause a rise of income and a decrease of expences
for COHDEFOR, such an investigation can only be made when
the farmers are carrying out profitable activities and the
amount of non-profitable activities have been reduced.
Although many barriers have to be taken before the project
can be called a success, the progress the project has made
until now looks promising. In most villages farmers' attitude
towards the project implementation have changed enormously;
from having sceptic opinion about the project's future achie
vements towards being very cooperative. Timber sales in some
communities have done a lot to motivate the villagers, after
all costs were subtracted the farmers made a profit comparable
to a daily income of US $ 6 to 8 a day, an amount never earned
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before in these villages. The farmers seem to be willing to
take the risk of obtaining a loan to make the necessary in
vestments to start forestry activities and when problems
occur (lack of transport is a common one) they are able to
encounter themand try to find solutions. If the project suc
ceeds in convincing COHDEFOR that the policies laid down
by the project may generate benefits not only for the farmer
but also for the Corporation and the country as a hole, the
perspectives of the forests and the rural population in
Honduras may be greatly enhanced.
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— short news
This column of the BOS Newsletter is compiled to give
short information of your interest. You are kindly invited
to sent such information like short newspaper articles
on tropical forestry, notes about new books, meetings or
symposia, courses, encountered vacancy announcements etc.
etc. to the BOS secretariat. You can also sent questions
or announcements on which you ask response from other
readers of this newsletter.
Please use for personalia and address changes the PERSONAL
MUTATION FORM on the last page of this issue.

— PUBLICATIONS

FLORA MALESIANA; Issued under the auspices of the Rijksherba
rium, Leiden, Holland and the Kebun Raya Indonesia (Botanic
Gardens of Indonesia). Bogor, Java, sponsored by the founda
tion Flora Malesiana. General editor: Dr. C.G.G.J. van Steenis.
The purpose of Flora Malesiana is to give an accurate, modern
account of the botanical wealth of the colossal area of Ma
laysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and New Guinea, which
archipelagic subcontinent covers over 3 million sq. kilometres
surface, still for a great deal covered by primary forest.
Besides general chapters on the history of phytography, spe
cific delimitation, dates of publication and a selected anno
tated bibliography, these volumes contain revisions of 115
plant families. Among these are very important ones, for in
stance the Fagaceae (oaks and chestnuts) and the Ericaceae
(heathers), the latter family having the astonishing number
of 736 species - among them Rhododendron counting 288 and
Vaccinium counting 239 species - and tree ferns with 205 spe
cies, all a testimony to the botanical wealth of the area.
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For each family keys and descriptions are provided, but also
notes on distribution, ecology, uses and vernacular names of
each species.
Besides, the volumes are richly illustrated with line drawings
and photographs, the four volumes already published together
having some 1800 figures.

FLORA OF JAVA by C.A. Backert and R.C. Bakhuizen van den
Brink Jr.
An entirely original work written in English, giving a sys
tematic account of the Gymnosperms and Angiosperms of the
Island of Java. The flora gives a proper description of over
6100 species and the nomenclature is very up to date. Unique
among tropical Floras is the elaborate general key by which
each of the 6100 species can be identified as to the family;
keys within the families in general lead to the proper species
names. This general key is a blessing for both botanists and
amateurs, ecologists and agronomists. The work can be strongly
recommended both to applied scientists: planters and horticul
turists, ecologists, pharmacists, and agronomists, experiment
stations, forestry offices, agricultural and veterinary insti
tutes, and to professional and amateur botanists.
FLORA MALESIANA and FLORA OF JAVA, published by: Noordhoff
International Publishing, P.O. Box 26, Leiden, The Netherlands.
For more information, like a brochure with extensive informa
tion, please contact the above address.
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ONTWIKKELINGSHULP GETEST; RESULTATEN ONDER DE LOUPE door Dirk
Kruijt en Menno Vellinga, red. 1983.
Te bestellen bij Uitgeverij

Coutinho te Muiderberg voor

ƒ 19,50. Bron: IMWOO-Bulletin september 1983.

Het doel van het onderhavige boek is tweeledig: inzicht ver
schaffen over de aard en het functioneren van de nationale
ontwikkelingsinstellingen, zowel die van de overheid als de
particuliere organisaties; en inzicht verschaffen over opzet
en uitvoering van resultatenonderzoek op een aantal terreinen
die voor de ontwikkelingshulp van belang zijn.
Het eerste hoofdstuk bevat een analyse van de Nederlandse ont
wikkelingsgemeenschap, de organisaties die op dat terrein
actief zijn en het beleid dat ze voorstaan. Het tweede hoofd
stuk schetst de motieven die geleid hebben tot een hausse in
evaluatie-onderzoek aan het eind van de jaren zeventig. Hoofd
stuk drie geeft een overzicht van de onderzoeksmethoden die in
het evaluatie-onderzoek van ontwikkelingsprojecten worden ge
bruikt en gaat in op de meest voorkomende problemen. Hoofd
stuk vier presenteert een evaluatie van de evaluatie. Hoe
hebben overheid en particuliere organisaties het kernbegrip
uit hun doelstelling: "participatie", onderzocht? Het vijfde
en zesde hoofdstuk behandelen de problemen van evaluatie
onderzoek in een verschillende context, eerst het platteland
en daarna de steden in de derde wereld. Hoofdstuk zeven geeft
een overzicht van een nieuw type benadering bij de opzet van
ontwikkelingsprojecten en geeft de problemen aan bij het vast
stellen van de resultaten. Hoofdstuk acht richt zich op de
management- en organisatiekwesties bij de uitvoering van pro
jecten overzee. Hoofdstuk negen en tien behandelen het ver
schijnsel van de evaluatiemissie , het onderzoeksteam dat in
korte tijd de projectresultaten moet vaststellen, en gaan in
op haar functioneren in het veld en op de nasleep: het terug
koppelen van de aanbevelingen voor het beleid van de

donor

en de counterpart. Het elfde hoofdstuk vat de voorafgaande
discussie samen, signaleert de behoefte aan wetenschappelijke
en beleidsmatige ondersteuning en geeft de rol aan die evaluatie daarbij moet spelen.
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MEETINGS

—

—

April 14 - May 3, 1986, Kepong, Malaysia."International
Workshop on Research Insights for Forest Management"
Contact: The Director/ Dr. Tho, Y.P., Forest Research
Institute, Kepong, Selangor, Malaysia.
June 1986, Pasoh, Malaysia, "Regional Workshop on Demo
graphic Analysis of Tropical Forest"
Contact: Director/ Mr. N. Manokaran, Forest Research
Institute, Kepong, Selangor, Malaysia.
August 13-20, 1986, Hamburg, Western Germany. "13t'1 Inter
national Congress of Soil Science (ISSS)".
Contact: ISSS Secretariat, International Soil Reference
and Information Centre (ISRIC), 9 Duivendaal, P.O.Box 353,
6700 AJ Wageningen, The Netherlands.
August 2 5-27, 1986, Brisbane, Australia. "Ecology of
Australian Wet Tropics (Australian Ecological Society)"
Contact: Dr. R. Kitching, AES, Griffin University, Nathan,
Queensland 4111, Australia.
August 26-28, 1986, Stirling, Scotland."Symposium on
Mineral Nutrients in Savanna and Tropical Forest Ecosystems".
Contact: Dr. J. Proctor, Department of Biological Sciences,
University of Stirling, Stirling FK94LA, Scotland.
September 7-25, 1986, Ljublijana, Yugoslavia. "18t'1 IUFRO
World Congress". Ref: Drago Pogorelc, Agrotechnika-Grada,
Trzask 132 YU-61000, Ljublijana.
October, 1986, Arusha, Tanzania. "Inter-disciplinary Seminar
on Land Use". Ref. The Secretary, CASLE, 12 Great George
Street, SWIP 3 AD, England.
October 12-17, 1986, Williamsburg, Virginia, USA. "IUFRO
Working Groups S2.04-03 Progeny Testing and S2.03-03 Seed
Orchards. Conference on Tree Improvement- Theory and Practice.
Ref.: R.J. Weis, North Caroline State University, P.O.Box 8002,
1019 Biltmore Hall, Raleigh, North Caroline, 27695-8002, USA.
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COURSES

June 2-6 , 1986
The Agromisa foundation is pleased
to offer its 26th study week for
development aid workers and partners.
This week is meant for persons
working directly with the rural
population, as well as those expecting to begin soon.

miomiawuk iku,

wmtminttn

Participants are introduced to a variety of agricultural problems
in developing countries through excursions, practical exercises
and discussions; they can familiarise themselves with various
possibilities for small scale improvements in horticulture,
forestry, animal husbandry, soil and water, small industries,
nutrition and health. During the week a choice can be made from
a number of topics. Previous agricultural training is not requi
red. For those with such training and/or experience in the tropics,
ample possibilities exist to learn about other subjects useful
for rural development and discuss experiences with others.
The language spoken will be dutch.
The course will be offered the first week of June in Wageningen.
Participation fees are ƒ 185,— which covers the costs for lunch,
dinner, coffee and evening programmes. Lodging and breakfast are
profided free of charge by host families.
More information and registration forms can be obtained from:
The A-week committee, P.O.B. 41, 6700 AA Wageningen, The Nether
lands. Tel. 08370-12217
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FORESTRY COURSES AT THE
OXFORD FORESTRY INSTITUTE
For over 60 years the Oxford
Forestry Institute has been
giving specialist courses in
temperate and tropical forestry
to people from all over the
world who are employed in the field of forestry or related
disciplines and who whish to broaden or deepen their knowledge
and skills. People from some thirty different nationaliies
have participated in recent courses. The courses are meant
for senior personnel in the field of forestry and natural
resources.
The institute uses the modular system, through which the
participants can choose the set of modules best suited to
their personal needs. The 29 modules are arranged in 3 groups:
Planning and Management, Social Forestry, Forest Research.

This grouping has proved to be the most popular. Nevertheless
it is possible to select modules belonging to different groups,
provided there are no organizational problems.
The lessons, being held from the beginning of July till the
beginning of October, are mostly run às seminars and discus
sions with as little formal lectures as possible. Tutorials
and guided reading are used for futher study in those subjects
which are run as formal classes. These are supplemented by
excursions wherever appropriate. Emphasis is placed on selfstudy, there being no compulsion from the teachers, although
periodically tests are being held to check one's progress.

Apart from the Institute-members, lecturers from the Oxford
University as well as from other academic institutions and
international organizations, government and commercial bodies,
are involved in the courses
Potential participants should have a degree, a minimum of five
years experience after graduation and at least a minimum of
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ten years service ahead of them. One's employer should support
the application in writing. Those wishing to partake in the
1986 courses should apply before 31 March 1986.
Course fees vary according to the number of modules followed.
Standard tuition fee will be £130 per week. Excursions will have
to be paid extra for. Any necessary visas should be taken care
of by the participants themselves.
The module-courses may last from two up to thirteen weeks. To get
an impression of the subjects in the modules, here are some
indications:
The Planning and Management Group contains for instance modules
on the following subjects: Principles of management, Basic
economics, Strategic planning of forestry and forest enterpri
ses, Forest hydrology, Development economics, Forest resources
utilization, Harvesting systems, Forest policy, Accounting for
foresters, Personnel management, Tropical pine taxonomy, Agroforestrv systems. Tropical tree breeding, Marketing and trade
of forest products.
The Social

Forestry Group contains for instance modules on:

Project design, monitoring and review, Rural sociology, Instruc
tional methods. Soil and water conservation, Method study and
work management, Rural economy, Extension methodology, Developement economics, Agroforestry systems, Forest policy.
The Forest Research Group contains subjects on:
Forest research methods. Operational research techniques.
Microcomputer applications in forestry, Stand modelling and
simulation, Tropical tree breeding»Tropical moist forest re
sources , management and conservation.
For any further details on courses, course fees and applications
one should contact:
P.D. Harcastle, Course Organizer, Oxford Forestry Institute,
South Parks Road, Oxford 0X1 3RB, United Kingdom.
Telephone : Oxford (0865) 511431
Telex

: 83147 VIAOR G ATTN FOROX
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Oktober 13 to November 21, 1986, Wageningen, The Netherlands.
The joint IUFRO/ CCIGF./IAAMRM Working Group Promotion of
Ergonomics in the Tropics, is organizing a Training Course:
INTRODUCTION TO ERGONOMICS
specially held for staff members from tropical and developing
countries (researchers, lecturers and extension officers) in
agriculture, forestry and agroforestry, who want to incorpo
rate ergonomics ( human engineering) into their regular job.
Ref.: F.J.-Staudt, Vakgroep Bosbouwtechniek, P.O.Box 342,
NL-6 700 AH Wageningen, The Netherlands.

BWC O U N T E R E D V A C A N C Y A N N O U N C E M E N T S

INTERCOOPERATION, Case Postale 1651, Bern Suisse, une organi
sation de coopération au développement qui se consacre essen
tiellement à des projets en milieu rural, cherche pour le
Projet Forestier de la Région de Sikasso, Mali, un
ING FORESTIER/év AGRONOME/év GENERALISTE comme chef de projet
ayant de l'expérience dans le Tiers Monde, pour le 1 er
semester 1986, ING FORESTIER avec l'expérience professionelle
pour le 3 trimester 1986 et pour le Centre de Formation Pra
tique Forestier de Tabakoro, Mali ING FORESTIER, comme chef
de projet ayant de 1'experience dans le Tiers Monde pour
le 1 er trimestre 1986. (Schweizerische Zeitschrift
für Forstwesen 136, Jahrgang no 10, oktober 1985).
• k•+•

VOLUNTARY SERVICE OVERSEAS, 9 Beigrave Square, London, is
searching for qualified FORESTERS for Uganda, Sudan, Nepal
and Tanzania. (NRC/Hande Irblar1 , 12 oktober 1985).

•••
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GOPA, Gesellschaft für Organisation, Planung und Ausbildung
mbH, Hindenburgring 18, 6 380 Bad Homburg, BRD sucht für einen
längerfristigen Einsatz in Liberia einen FORSTMANAGER.
Einsatzdauer wird mindestens zwei Jahre betragen. Anfang:
1 Quartel 1986. (Allgemeine Forst Zeitschrift, 42, 19-10-85).

•••
DFS, Deutsche Forstinventur- Service GmbH, Wittelsbacher Str. 11,
D-8016 Feldkirchen, BRD, sucht für seine Forsteinrichtung,
Luftbildauswertung, Forstprojekte- Ausland sehr gut qualifi
zierte DIPL.-FORSTWIRTE (Univ.) mit Erfahrungen in den o.g.
Bereichen. Wenn Sie Interesse an einer Zusammenarbeit haben,
senden Sie einen ausfürlichen tabellarischen Lebenslauf
sowie Kopien einschlägiger Zeugnisse (Allgemeine Forst
Zeitschrift, no 46, 16-11-1985).

•••

IlED
INTERNATIONAL
INSTITUTE FOR
ENVIRONMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT
The International Institute for
Environment and Development pro
motes the principles of sustai
nable development. It works
mainly with Third-World coun
tries, at the government policy
level and at NGO level.
Its Forestry and Land-Use Pro
gramme helps tropical forest
countries define and review
their forest policies at the
broadest level. This programme
is now about to start forest
policy reviews in Cameroon and
Zaire.
These reviews are both envisaged
to take some 12 months and will
presumably start before July
1986.

IIED is now looking
candidates for the post of

for

CHIEF REVIEW OFFICER
The successful candidate will be
based in Yaounde or Kinshasa.
Age 35-45, fluent in French and
English, with ample experience
in the fields of forest manage
ment, land-use planning and the
policy aspects of environmental
management. Knowledge of econo
mic and development planning is
an asset. Salary and benefits
according to international stan
dards.
Detailed C.V.'s to:
Forestry and Land-use Programme,
IIED, 3 Endsleigh Street,
London WC1H ODD. Tel. 01-3882117
I I E D i s a L o n d o n a n d
Washington D.C. based charity
with offices in Buenos Aires and
Paris.
(advertisement)
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International Organization for Development in Third World
Countries has vacancies for Forestry Project Managers and
Foresters for Reforestry and Local Forestry in Niger and
Chad. Qualifications required are :
- Masters/college degree in forestry or natural resources
management ;
- Two/three years experience in community forestry or natural
resources management;
- Fluent French required, good English necessary;
- Valid driver's licence and ability to drive a four-wheel
drive vehicle over rough terrain;
- Willingness to live and work in a different cultural en
vironment and undertake extensive and difficult field travel,
sometimes under adverse climatic conditions.
Send C.V. and cover letter with present salary and availability
to CARE INTERNATIONAL 8, ave de Bugeau, 75116 PARIS/FRANCE
(advertisement)

L'UNION INTERNATIONALE POUR LA CONSERVATION DE

W

LA NATURE ET DE SES RESSOURCES
THE INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR CONSERVATION OF
NATURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

The International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources (IUCN) is seeking staff for posts in forest conservation
projects in developing countries. Opportunities exist for
candidates with several years field experience relevant to the
establishment and management of humid forest national parks and to
the stabilisation of land use around forest areas by agroforestry
techniques. Fluency in English and/or a good knowledge of French
are important.
Applicants should write to Jeffrey Sayer, Tropical Forest Officer,
IUCN, Av. du Mont Blanc, 1196 Gland, Switzerland.

(advertisement)
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We are importers and exporters of
Tropical- and Sub-Tropical Tree and
Shrub seeds for reforestation and
soil improvement purposes.

Please request for a free variety list
P.O. Box 17
2100 AA

Heemstede-Holland

Phone : (023)

284340

Cable : timley-heemstede
Telex :
FOREST SEEDS

GRAINES FORESTIÈRES

41754 flori nl

SEMILLAS FORESTALES
(advertisement)

SETROPA &
P.O. Box 203, 1400 AE Bussum, Holland
Cables: Setropa Bussum
Telex: 73255 Setro nl
Telephone: (02152) 58754

Seeds for and from the Tropics

Forest Tree Seeds
Covercrop and Greenmanure Seeds
Tropical and Subtropical Grasses
Horticultural Seeds
(advertisement)
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TROPICAL FORESTRY ACQUISITIONS IN SOME DUTCH FORESTRY LIBRARIES
The BOS-secretariat has regular contact with the Forestry
libraries in the Netherlands. By publishing the titles of
the acquisitions on tropical forestry they are accessible
to you. Please, contact directly the appropriate library.
FIBOS-LIBRARY of the Forestry Department of the Agricultural
State University of Wageningen, P.O. Box 342, 6700 AH Wageningen.
Aguirre Bravo, C. Tecnicas para el diagnostico y correccion
de la fertilidad en suelos forestales Mexico: I.N.I.F. 1982.
- 45 p. (es). - (Boletin tecnico. Instituto Nacional de
Investigaciones Forestales, no. 92).
Ahmad, Y.J., Mueller, F.G., Integrated physical, socio-economic
and environmental planning. Dublin: T.I. 1982. - 196 p. (en).
- (Natural resources and the environmental series; vol. 10).
Akker, A. Enkele achtergronden van de ontbossing in het Bra
ziliaanse Amazonegebied. Wageningen; LH, 1983. - 12 p. (nl)
P.v.735.
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CHANGING PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES?
DO SEND US THIS (IN)FORM(ATION)!!
!

Please state any changes in (permanent) address and /or
professional status and/or situation, and any other relevant
information in print.
Detatch form and return to BOS-Secretariat, De Dorschkamp,
P.O. Box 23, 6700 AA Wageningen, The Netherlands.
Name
Former address

till

(da.te)

from

(date)

till

(date)

from

(date)

City
Country
New address
City
Country
Former position
Emloyer
Type of business
New position
Employer
Type of business
Other relevant information:

(signature)
(date)

Contributions to the BOS newsletter
The BOS secretariat invites you to send information on
tropical forestry for inclusion in the BOS newsletter.
Announcements of meetings and symposia, book reviews, comments
on articles in the newsletter, and short articles describing
your activities within your project or organization are most
welcome. Copy can be typed or clearly handwritten in English,
but Dutch is also acceptable.
In addition please notify us of any change address.

Subscriptions to the BOS foundation
Regretfully the BOS budget does not allow us to issue
the newsletter free of charge. Thus we will be unable to
send future issues of the newsletter to those who have not
paid the minimal annual subscription fee of ƒ 35,- (for
students ƒ25,-). Moreover we would appeal for your consideation of an additional subscription in support of BOS
activities. The newsletter will be provided free of charge
to those organisations with wich we have reciprocal arrange
ments. Withdrawal for the next calendar year with the term
of notice of one month.
Subscriptions may be made by cheque or money order to Stichting
BOS, P.O. Box 23, 6700 AA Wageningen, The Netherlands on postgiro
number 4296433 or ABN Bank account number 53.90.24.414. If you do
not have a postal or bank account in The Netherlands would you
kindly include an additional f 8,- for bank charges please. If you
should use the Dutch money order enclosed with the current issue,
ensure that your name and address are printed in block letters.

